Material

Description

Common Uses

Decal (Sticker)

This decal material is meant for permanent and semi-permanent applications. It is a 'peel and stick'
product which includes a printed sticker on a peelable wax paper backing. Suitable for use on many
surfaces such as plastic, glass and metal; not suitable for use on vehicles. Can be cut-to-shape.

Promotional stickers, hard
hat decals, product labels

Polypro

A thin, plastic-like material that is waterproof and resistant to rips and tears. For use in retractable
banner stands, as posters, and many applications where a paper product is not durable enough.

Banners, posters,
nameplates

Flexible

Tyvek

Flexible, durable, and waterproof, Tyvek is an inexpensive option for banners and posters.
This vinyl product is very smooth, waterproof, and durable. It can be printed on both sides and is most
often used for temporary banners, or banners that will be used indoors. Products made with this
Smoothface Screentex Vinyl
material can be hung, used with X-Banner Stands, or affixed to a surface with heavy duty double-sided
tape.
This is a heavy-duty vinyl banner material intended for long-term use and use outdoors. It can be
Outdoor Vintex Vinyl
printed on both sides. Products made with this material can be hung with grommets or can be sewed
with pockets for hanging or stretching on a display or frame.

Frosted Etch (Printable)

Mesh Banner
Phototex Decal
(Repositionable)

A translucent adhesive film that creates the appearance of frosted glass. It can be used as-is, or
digitally printed with graphics, or cut into shapes.

Posters
Banners

Banners, screens
Privacy film, frosted
windows, frosted decals,
directory plaques,
wayfinding signage

A heavy-duty fabric-like material with a loose knit for air to pass through. Useful for long- or shortterm use in windy outdoor areas. Can be printed on one side only. Grommets or pockets can be added Outdoor banners, screens
for hanging/installation.
A repositionable decal that can be applied to a clean surface, removed, and reapplied several times.
Ads, promotions, for
Printable with full colour graphics.
mirrors, glass,

Static Cling (White / Clear)

A thin, flexible film that uses static instead of adhesive to stick to a clean flat surface, usually glass.
Comes in clear or white, and is printable on one side only. The product includes a paper backing from
which the cling is removed, and can be replaced onto the backing for reuse.

Ads, promotions, logos,

60/40 Window Perf

Window perf is a printable film product with many tiny holes that offers a similar effect to a two-way
mirror. When applied to glass, printed graphic can be seen on one side, and you can see through the
graphic and material on the other side.

Vehicle windows, shop
windows, buses

A lightweight fabric that can be printed with high resolution graphics on one or both sides.

posters, presentation
graphics,

UV Fabric
3M 180CV w/ Protective
Laminate

A highly versatile printable adhesive film used for vehicle graphics, wall murals and more. It can be
laminated to achieve the desired finish, and can be wrapped around corners and complex contours.

Vehicle graphics, wall
murals, wall/floor decals,
graphic panels, windows

Vehicle Grade Magnetic

A strong magnetic material for use on vehicles and other magnetic surfaces.

vehicle magnets, fridge
magnets, metal door signs

Coroplast (4mm / 6mm /
10mm)

Coroplast (corrugated plastic) is a relatively inexpensive plastic product with two flat sides and
corrugated "flutes" in between. It is durable, versatile, and can be used indoors and outdoors.

lawn signs, real estate
signs, notices, safety /
construction site signage,
zoning signs

Sintra (1/8" 1/4" 1/2")

A heavy-duty pressed plastic with a smooth face and high-end appearance. Graphics can be printed
directly on the surface, or printed to decal and then applied. Notches can be cut into the back for
hanging.

Rigid

Dibond (White / Brushed
Silver)

Dibond is two thin sheets of aluminum with a PVC core in-between. It is highly durable and versatile,
and has a long life indoors or outdoors (subject to weather conditions). Printable on one or both sides.

Foam Core

A lightweight foam board with a flat paper surface on either side. Somewhat subject to bumps and
dents, foam core is great for short-term use and/or gentle handling.

Gatorboard

A heavier foam core board with a lightweight plastic surface on either side.

1/2" Plywood

A pressed board used for outdoor signage.

1/2" Crezon

A wood board used for long-term outdoor signage.

.040 Styrene

A flexible but not foldable plastic with a smooth surface for printing.

Posters, Presentation
Boards
Parking Signs, Wayfinding
Signs, Building Signs,
Permanent Notices
Posters, Presentation
Boards, Plaques
Posters, Presentation
Boards, Plaques
Commercial Real Estate
Signage
Commercial Real Estate
Signage
Parking tags

